Abstract. We provide a concrete realization of the cluster algebras associated with Qsystems as amalgamations of cluster structures on double Bruhat cells in simple algebraic groups. For nonsimply-laced groups, this provides a cluster-algebraic formulation of Qsystems of twisted type. It also yields a uniform proof of the discrete integrability of these Q-systems by identifying them with the dynamics of factorization mappings on quotients of double Bruhat cells. On the double Bruhat cell itself, we find these dynamics are closely related to those of the Fomin-Zelevinsky twist map. This leads to an explicit formula expressing twisted cluster variables as Laurent monomials in the untwisted cluster variables obtained from the corresponding mutation sequence. This holds for Coxeter double Bruhat cells in any symmetrizable Kac-Moody group, and we show that in affine type the analogous factorization mapping is also integrable.
Introduction
Q-systems are nonlinear recurrence relations associated with affine Dynkin diagrams, arising in the Bethe ansatz and the representation theory of Yangians and quantum loop algebras [KR87, Nak03, Her06, Her10] . There is by now a large literature related to them and their relatives (see [KNS11,  Section 13] for a survey), and in particular it was discovered in [Ked08, DK09] that they may be realized as sequences of cluster transformations in certain cluster algebras. Our aim is to provide concrete realizations of these cluster algebras in terms of double Bruhat cells and their amalgamations. The relevant sequences of cluster transformations are then identified with factorization mappings on quotients of double Bruhat cells, leading to their discrete integrability. Moreover, these sequences provide an alternate description of the Fomin-Zelevinsky twist automorphism in terms of cluster transformations, yielding explicit formulas relating twisted and untwisted cluster variables.
Informally, a cluster structure on a variety consists of an infinite family of toric charts with transition functions of a specific form, called cluster transformations [FZ02] . A basic class of examples are those on the double Bruhat cells G u,v of a simple algebraic group [BFZ05] . When u = v is a Coxeter element c, we identify a Q-system whose associated cluster structure is related to that of G c,c by amalgamation, a type of quotient operation on cluster structures.
Theorem. (3.4, 4.6) The conjugation quotient G c,c /H has a natural cluster structure obtained from that of G c,c by amalgamation, whose exchange matrix is of the form
Up to normalization, there is a Q-system which can be realized by exchange relations in the corresponding cluster algebra; its type is the affinization of that of G when this is simply-laced, otherwise it is of a twisted type related to that of G by folding.
When G is of type A n this reformulates a result of [GSV11] , and our use of amalgamation to construct cluster structures on adjoint quotients generalizes a construction of [FM13] . When G is not simply-laced, this provides a novel cluster algebraic realization of the Q-systems of twisted type, though the cluster structures associated in [DK09] to Q-systems of nonsimplylaced untwisted type do not fit into our framework. We note that in the context of double Bruhat cells, what arises more naturally are the Y -system analogues of Q-systems, which differ by a standard change of variables. In different language, we work directly with Xcoordinates rather than cluster variables; this is essential in using amalgamation to form the quotient cluster structures we need.
Given the above result, the sequence of mutations underlying the Q-system gives rise to a corresponding sequence of cluster transformations on G c,c /H. Theorem. (3.7, 4.7) Under the identification of their associated cluster structures, the dynamics of the Q-system correspond to those of a certain factorization mapping on the quotient G c,c /H. In particular, these Q-systems are discrete integrable in the Liouville sense.
Factorization mappings play an important role in discrete integrable systems, analogous to that of Lax forms in continuous-time integrable systems [DLT89, MV91, Ves91] . Given a rule for factoring a group element g as a product g = hk, one defines a corresponding factorization mapping by g → kh, typically restricted to some subvariety of G. The factorization relevant for our purposes is defined via the decomposition of an element into opposite Borel subgroups, which is unambiguously defined up to conjugation by H. In addition to making contact with Q-systems, the requirement that c be a Coxeter element guarantees that the invariant functions on G descend to form an integrable system on G c,c /H, which has a natural symplectic structure [HKKR00] . The factorization mapping manifestly preserves these invariant functions, hence as observed in [HKKR00] is discrete integrable in the Liouville sense. The discrete integrability of the corresponding Q-system then follows as a corollary of our setup; in type A n this integrability is well-known from a number of different perspectives [GSV11, DK10] . In fact, G c,c /H is also equipped with an integrable system (a generalization of the relativistic periodic Toda lattice) when G is an affine Kac-Moody group [Wil13b] , leading to a corresponding discrete integrable system based on the analogous factorization mapping.
Theorem. (3.7) If G is an affine Kac-Moody group, the factorization mapping on G c,c /H is also discrete integrable with conserved quantities derived from characters of finite-dimensional representations.
In type A
(1) n a generalization of this is treated in [FM13] , and is related to the Hirota bilinear difference equation (or octahedron recurrence). In other simply-laced affine types it is related to the analogues of Q-systems for quantum toroidal algebras [Her07] .
Since amalgamation commutes with mutation in a suitable sense, our setup also gives rise to a distinguished sequence of cluster transformations on G c,c itself. This turns out to be closely related to the Fomin-Zelevinsky twist automorphism, which relates the cluster variables and factorization parametrization associated with a double reduced word.
Theorem. (5.1) The twist automorphism of G c,c maps the toric chart associated with any seed to the chart obtained from the mutation sequence associated with the factorization mapping on G (c,c) /H. This holds when G is any symmetrizable Kac-Moody group, and yields explicit formulas expressing twisted cluster variables as Laurent monomials in the untwisted cluster variables of a different cluster.
Versions of the twist map exist on many varieties of Lie-theoretic origin with natural cluster structures. This result parallels similar ones for unipotent cells [GLS12] and Grassmannians [MS13] , which show that certain twisted cluster variables differ by a change of coefficients from the untwisted cluster variables obtained from a distinguished sequence of mutations.
Finally, we note that part of the interest in understanding properties of the exchange matrices B C comes from their appearance (in the simply-laced case) as BPS quivers of pure N = 2 gauge theories [ACC + 11]. The mutation sequences relevant for spectrum computations are in fact iterations of the mutation sequences we consider here.
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Cluster Algebras and Double Bruhat Cells
2.1. Cluster Variables and X -coordinates. In this section we fix some basic definitions and facts concerning cluster algebras and X -coordinates. More extensive references include [FZ07, FG09, GHK13] . The only nonstandard item is our discussion of amalgamation: while this is usually understood as a gluing operation between seeds [FG06], we will require amalgamations of individual indecomposable seeds.
Definition 2.1. (Seeds) A seed Σ consists of:
(1) An index set I = I f ⊔ I u with a decomposition into frozen and unfrozen indices.
(2) An I × I exchange matrix B with
Definition 2.2. (Mutation) For any unfrozen index k the mutation of Σ at k is the seed µ k (Σ) defined as follows. It has the same index set, frozen and unfrozen subsets, and skewsymmetrizers as Σ. Its exchange matrix µ k (B) is given by
Two seeds Σ and Σ ′ are said to be mutation equivalent if they are related by a finite sequence of mutations. Note that the term seed is often taken to include the additional data of an identification of the corresponding cluster variables with a transcendence basis of a fixed function field. i ], whose generators are indexed by I and referred to as cluster variables and X -coordinates, respectively. These are the coordinate rings of two algebraic tori, denoted by A Σ and X Σ . There is a canonical map p Σ :
j . The torus X Σ has a canonical Poisson structure given by
While working over the complex numbers is sufficient for our purposes, it is not essential. Also, what we refer to as X -coordinates are often called Y -variables elsewhere in the literature.
Remark 2.5. The ring C[X
±1
i ] should be identified with the group ring of the free abelian group ZI generated by I, and (when B is skew-symmetric) C[A
i ] should be identified with the group ring of its dual lattice (ZI) * . In particular, the exchange matrix endows ZI with a skew-symmetric form, which is the origin of the map p Σ and the Poisson structure on X Σ . Definition 2.6. (Cluster Transformations) To each mutation µ k of seeds is associated a pair of rational maps between the corresponding tori, called cluster transformations and also denoted by µ k . These satisfy
where Σ ′ = µ k (Σ), and are defined explicitly by
The new cluster variables A ′ i could also be defined directly as elements of the function field C(A Σ ), omitting specific mention of the torus A ′ Σ . Definition 2.9. (Cluster Algebras and X -varieties) The A-and X -spaces A |Σ| and X |Σ| are the schemes obtained from gluing together along cluster transformations all such tori of seeds mutation equivalent to an initial seed Σ. The map p Σ extends to a map p |Σ| : A |Σ| → X |Σ| , and the Poisson structure on X Σ extends to one on X |Σ| . The upper cluster algebra is the algebra of regular functions on A |Σ| , or equivalently the subalgebra of C(A Σ ) consisting of elements that are Laurent polynomials in the cluster variables of all seeds mutation equivalent to Σ. It contains the cluster algebra, which is the subalgebra generated by the cluster variables of all such seeds. In other words, µ(Σ) and Σ are isomorphic after relabeling by σ. Then we say µ is a σ-period of Σ, or that µ is a mutation-periodic sequence when σ and Σ are understood. To such a mutation-periodic sequence is associated a pair of rational automorphisms of the tori A Σ and X Σ , denoted by µ σ , which we refer to as cluster automorphisms and which are intertwined by the map p Σ . More formally, these are defined by
Definition 2.11. (Amalgamation) If Σ, Σ are seeds and π : I ։ I a surjection of their index sets, we say Σ is the amalgamation of Σ along π if (1) For all distinct i, j ∈ I, π(i) = π(j) implies i, j ∈ I f and B ij = 0.
(2) For all k, ℓ ∈ I,
To such an amalgamation of seeds is associated an amalgamation map π : X Σ ։ X Σ , which is Poisson and defined by
In particular, an amalgamation Σ of Σ can be associated with any bijection ϕ :
for all i ∈ I 1 . We set I = I I 1 , I u = I u , I f = I f I 1 , defining the map π : I ։ I as the identity on I I 1 and ϕ on I 1 . The exchange matrix B is then uniquely determined by the hypotheses of Definition 2.11.
Remark 2.12. In the spirit of Remark 2.5, amalgamation should be understood as deriving from an inclusion of lattices Z I ⊂ ZI, where for each i ∈ I we identify the generator e i of Z I with the element π(j)=i e j of ZI.
Definition 2.11 is somewhat flexible about the relation between frozen and unfrozen subsets of I and I, and in typical situations we may have π(i) be unfrozen though i is frozen. It is also typically the case that Σ is a direct sum of two other seeds Σ 1 and Σ 2 (for the obvious notion of direct sum), and the map ϕ identifies some frozen indices of Σ 1 with frozen indices of Σ 2 . However, our examples require the more general notion given here. A crucial feature of amalgamations is that under certain mild conditions they commute with cluster transformations.
Proposition 2.13. Suppose Σ is the amalgamation of Σ along π : I ։ I, and that π also satisfies the hypotheses of Definition 2.11 with respect to µ k (Σ) and µ k ( Σ) for some unfrozen index k. Then µ k ( Σ) is also the amalgamation of µ k (Σ) along π, and the respective amalgamation maps and cluster transformations commute:
Since B ik = π(j)=i B jk by assumption, the result follows if
This in turn holds if B jk and B ℓk are of the same sign whenever π(j) = π(k) = i. But if B jk and B ℓk were of opposite signs for some such j, ℓ, B ′ jℓ would be nonzero, contradicting our hypothesis about π.
When frozen variables of two distinct seeds are glued together by an amalgamation, the assumption that π satisfies the needed hypotheses with respect to the mutated seeds always holds. However, when Σ is not a direct sum this need not be the case. For example, if B is the adjacency matrix of the quiver 1 2 3 then we can form an amalgamation by gluing the vertices 1 and 3 together. However, after mutation at vertex 2, we will have B ′ 13 = 0, hence this is no longer an admissible amalgamation.
2.2. Double Bruhat Cells. We recall some needed facts about double Bruhat cells, following [FZ99, BFZ05, Wil13a] . Let G be a simply-connected semisimple algebraic group, C its Cartan matrix, W its Weyl group, and B ± a pair of opposite Borel subgroups. 
Definition 2.14. To a double reduced word i = (i 1 , . . . , i m ) we associate a seed Σ i . Its index set I is {−r, . . . , −1} ∪ {1, . . . , m}. An index k is frozen if either k < 0 or k + > m. The exchange matrix B i is given by
We let
The cluster variables and X -coordinates associated with these seeds have direct geometric realizations on double Bruhat cells. We let G
u,v
Ad denote the double Bruhat cell of the adjoint group G Ad , and H Ad its Cartan subgroup. Let {ω ∨ i } ⊂ Hom(C * , H Ad ) denote the fundamental coweights, defined by ω ∨ i |α j = δ ij . For t ∈ C * , let t ω ∨ i denote the corresponding element of H Ad . We fix a choice {e i , f i } 1≤i≤r ⊂ g of positive and negative Chevalley generators, and define simple root subgroups
It will be convenient to set E −i (t) := F i (t), and to abbreviate E ±i := E ±i (1). For w ∈ W we define representatives w ∈ G by setting s i := E i (−1)E −i (1)E i (−1) and w := s i 1 · · · s in for any reduced word s i 1 · · · s in for w. Likewise we define w by extension from
Ad be the open immersion defined by
This extends to a map
Ad which is Poisson with respect to the canonical Poisson structure on X |Σ i | and the standard Poisson-Lie structure on G
differ by swapping two adjacent indices differing only by a sign. That is, for some 1 ≤ k < m, i k = −i k+1 , and
Then the corresponding sets of X -coordinates on G
Ad differ by the cluster transformation at k:
The right-hand side is a matrix coefficient of L(ω i ), and is characterized by the highest-weight component of gv i being equal to v i |gv i v i . For any w, w ′ ∈ W we define the generalized minor ∆
Given an index 1 ≤ k ≤ m and a double reduced word i, we define two Weyl group elements The relationship between the geometric realizations of the cluster variables and X -coordinates associated with Σ i is expressed in terms of a certain twist automorphism τ of
2 Note that the twist map of [FZ99] is an isomorphism G
−1 differing from the map here by the antiinvolution ι. However, this merely reflects the fact that the cluster variables introduced in [BFZ05] differ from the corresponding functions in [FZ99] by ι.
For each double reduced word i we define a modified exchange matrix B mod := B + M , where M is the I × I matrix with entries
The matrix B mod has integer entries, and the map p mod
) Let i be a double reduced word for u, v ∈ W , and p G :
Ad the composition of τ −1 and the quotient map
Ad . Then p G relates the cluster variables and X -coordinates associated with i via a monomial transformation:
Ad .
In particular, we have the following formula for X -coordinates in terms of twisted cluster variables:
With some additional notation, this discussion can be extended to include symmetrizable Kac-Moody groups [Wil13a] . For a symmetrizable Cartan matrix C, let r := r + corank C be the dimension of the Cartan subgroup of the corresponding ind-group G [Kum02] . Fix an extension of the coroots {α i } r i=1 to a basis {α i } r i=1 of Hom(C * , H), inducing a fundamental weight basis {ω i } r i=1 of Hom(H, C * ). For r < i ≤ r, define
of Hom(C * , H) ⊗ Q. These choices fix an extension of the Cartan matrix to a nondegenerate, symmetrizable r-by-r matrix, as C ij = α ∨ i |α j is now defined for r < i, j ≤ r. As ⊕ 1≤i≤ r Zα i is a full rank sublattice of Hom(H, C * ), its kernel is a discrete subgroup of H ∩ Z(G). The maximal adjoint form G max Ad is the quotient of G by this subgroup (so
is a basis of its Cartan subgroup's cocharacter lattice), and the minimal adjoint form G min Ad is the quotient of G by Z(G) (so {ω i } r i=1 is a basis of its Cartan subgroup's cocharacter lattice). If i is a double reduced word for u, v, we have minimal and maximal seeds Σ 
Here the top left and top right maps are induced by the inclusion of lattices ZI min ֒→ ZI max following Remark 2.5.
Example 2.20. If C is of untwisted affine type, G ′ is a central extension of the group LG of regular maps from C * to a simple Lie groupG, and G is the semidirect product G ′ ⋊ C * . G max Ad is the quotient of G by Z(G), embedded as constant maps, while G min Ad is the semidirect product(LG/Z(G)) ⋊ C * .
Factorization Dynamics
In this section we discuss factorization mappings from the perspective of cluster transformations. To any Cartan matrix C we associate a seed Σ C with a canonical mutation-periodic sequence. We realize this seed as an amalgamation of a Coxeter double Bruhat cell, which corresponds to taking its quotient under conjugation by the Cartan subgroup. We show that the mutation-periodic sequence corresponds to a factorization mapping on this quotient. In finite type this mapping is known to be discrete integrable [HKKR00] , and we show it is also integrable in affine type.
Definition 3.1. For any symmetrizable r-by-r Cartan matrix C, let Σ C be the seed with I C = (I C ) u = {1, . . . , 2r}, exchange matrix
and d i derived from the symmetrizers of C in the obvious way. We let µ be the mutation sequence µ 1 • · · · • µ r of Σ C , and σ the permutation of I interchanging i and i + r.
Proposition 3.2. The mutation sequence µ is a σ-period of Σ C , that is
Proof. Since (B C ) σ(i)σ(j) = −(B C ) ij , we must check that µ(B C ) = −B C . This is immediate for the top-left and off-diagonal r-by-r blocks of µ(B C ). We then calculate that
Fix a Coxeter element c = s 1 · · · s r in the Weyl group associated with C, and a double reduced word i = (−1, . . . , −r, 1, . . . , r) for u = v = c. In fact the essential content of this section and the next hold when u and v are possibly distinct Coxeter elements, see Remark 3.5. When C is not of finite type, G Ad will refer to the minimal form of the adjoint group associated with C, and Σ i to the corresponding minimal seed. Note that I i = {−1, . . . , −r} ∪ I C .
Lemma 3.3. Let C t U , C t L be the upper-and lower-triangular r × r matrices with 1's on the diagonal such that
Then the exchange matrix of Σ i has the form
where we have ordered the indices as −1, . . . , −r, 1, . . . , 2r.
Proof. Can be checked directly from Definition 2.14.
For any u, v ∈ W , we denote by
Ad under conjugation by H Ad , with the following caveat. If j is any double reduced word for u, v, then since H Ad is generated by coweight subgroups and X ω ∨ |i k | k commutes with E j for |j| = |i k |, it follows from the definition of x j that the conjugation action of H Ad preserves the image of X Σ j , and that a good geometric quotient X Σ j /H Ad exists. In fact, from eq. (2.8) it is clear that for any seed Σ ′ mutation-equivalent to Σ j , the corresponding chart
Ad has a good quotient by H Ad . These charts cover an open subset of G
u,v
Ad whose complement is of codimension at least 2, hence this open subset also has a good quotient by H Ad . The question of whether or not the whole cell G
Ad admits a good quotient will not be relevant for our purposes, so we will simply write G
Ad /H Ad with the understanding that we may need to restrict to an open subset.
Theorem 3.4. The seed Σ C is the amalgamation of Σ i along the map π : I i ։ I C given by
The map x i : X Σ i ֒→ G Ad /H Ad intertwining the quotient and amalgamation maps:
Ad /H Ad .
Proof. Using Lemma 3.3, one can immediately verify that the hypothesis of Definition 2.11 are satisfied by Σ C , Σ i , and π. The conjugation-invariant subalgebra C[X Σ i ] H Ad is manifestly generated by the X i , X −i X i+r , and their inverses for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. But this is equal to π * C[X Σ C ], hence we obtain the map
Remark 3.5. If j is any double reduced word for u, v ∈ W , the conjugation action of H Ad on G u,v
Ad will always have a comparably simple expression in the associated X -coordinates. However, it is not always the case that quotient map X Σ j ։ X Σ j /H Ad is an amalgamation map. For example, if u = c but v = e, the hypotheses of Definition 2.11 will not be satisfied by the quotient map. However, if u and v are (possibly distinct) Coxeter elements, there will be a unique amalgamation Σ of Σ j and isomorphism X Σ ∼ → X Σ j /H Ad intertwining the quotient and amalgamation maps from X Σ j . In fact, when u and v are Coxeter elements conjugate to c, the reader can check that the resulting seed Σ is mutation-equivalent to Σ C . For GL n , this was previously observed (from a different point of view) in [GSV11] . ; since they connect frozen vertices they do not affect the structure of cluster transformations, but record the Poisson brackets among frozen variables. The amalgamation itself "glues together" some of the frozen variables: -1 to 3 and -2 to 4.
Recall that an integrable system on a (smooth) symplectic variety is a Poisson-commutative subalgebra of its coordinate ring whose differentials generically span Lagrangian subspaces of its cotangent spaces, inducing a Lagrangian foliation of an open subset. By an integrable system on a Poisson variety we will mean an algebra of functions which restricts to an integrable system on a generic symplectic leaf. Ad /H Ad . Proof. We only comment that the affine case treated in [Wil13a] is slightly different from the present one, though the proof there extends straightforwardly. In loc. cited it was shown that the invariants restrict to form an integrable system on (G ′ ) c,c /H, where G ′ is the central extension of the algebraic loop group LG. This is actually more delicate, as its symplectic leaves are of dimension 2r + 2, rather than 2r (where r is the rank ofG). For the present case the needed Hamiltonians are derived from the invariant ring C[G]G: we pull back this subalgebra along the evaluation map LG × C * →G and take the component invariant under the C * action (in particular they extend to functions on the semidirect product LG ⋊ C * ). The Hamiltonians for groups of twisted affine type may be produced similarly by embedding them into algebraic loop groups as subgroups invariant under a diagram automorphism.
Theorem 3.7. The cluster automorphism µ σ of X Σ C coincides with the restriction of the following rational automorphism of G c,c
Ad /H Ad , there will generically be unique elements h 1 , h 2 ∈ H Ad such that, up to conjugation by H Ad ,
The rational automorphism of G c,c Ad /H Ad is then the factorization mapping
taken up to conjugation by H Ad . Here the product notation indicates we order the terms from left to right by increasing i. In particular, µ σ preserves the restrictions of any conjugationinvariant functions on G Ad , and in finite or affine type is discrete integrable in the Liouville sense.
Proof. By Proposition 2.16, the X -coordinates on
It is straightforward to see that each of the seeds µ k • · · · • µ r (Σ i ) satisfy the hypotheses of Definition 2.11 with respect to π : I i ։ I C , hence we can apply Proposition 2.13 to obtain
In particular, the X -coordinates on X Σ C and
But this is just the map described in the theorem, with h 1 = (X ′ i ) ω ∨ i and h 2 = (X ′ i+r ) ω ∨ i . That µ σ preserves invariant functions is clear, hence we obtain discrete integrability in finite and affine types by Proposition 3.6. Note that in affine type even though the symplectic leaves of X Σ C are of positive codimension, µ σ preserves the distinguished symplectic leaf hence restricts to an integrable symplectomorphism of it.
Q-Systems
Q-systems are nonlinear recurrence relations associated with affine Dynkin diagrams X (κ) N . We review their normalized versions and cluster-algebraic realizations following [Ked08, DK09] , which we extend to include twisted types. In twisted and simply-laced untwisted types these systems are encoded by the seeds Σ C studied in the previous section. The Q-system itself is realized by a sequence of cluster transformations coinciding with that of the corresponding factorization mapping, though realized by cluster variables rather than X -coordinates. Since the relevant exchange matrix is nondegenerate, the two sets of variables differ by a finite map, leading to the discrete integrability of these Q-systems.
Recall that affine Dynkin diagrams are classified by pairs of a finite-type diagram X N and an automorphism of order κ. This induces an automorphism of the simple Lie algebra of type X N , whose invariant subalgebra is also simple and whose type we denote by Y M . Clearly for 
N is the following recurrence relation in the commuting variables {Q (a) n }, where n ∈ Z is a discrete "time" variable and a is an index labeled by the roots of
N is of untwisted simply-laced type and C the Cartan matrix of type X N , the corresponding Q-system is
N of twisted type, the corresponding Q-systems are as follows [HKO + 02, Her10]:
Here we set Q (0) n = 1 and enumerate the roots of Y M as in fig. 2 . We omit the definition of the Q-systems of nonsimply-laced untwisted type, as they lie outside the scope of our main result. Also absent from the above discussion is the twisted type A (2) 2n ; its relationship with the corresponding finite type is more subtle, and it does not admit an interpretation in terms of cluster transformations.
3 Thus when referring to a generic twisted type X (κ) N we will tacitly assume it is not of type A
2n . The correspondence between X (κ) N and Y M allows us to write the above Q-systems uniformly as follows:
N be of twisted type or simply-laced untwisted type, and C the Cartan matrix of the associated finite type Y M . Then the Q-system of type X (κ) N may be written as
Proof. Follows by inspection of the above list and the definition of Y M .
To realize Q-systems in terms of cluster transformations, it is convenient to replace them with certain normalized, but equivalent, Q-systems. These normalized variables differ from those of the usual Q-system via rescaling by certain roots of unity.
is equivalent to the ordinary Q-system under the rescaling Q
n , where the ǫ a ∈ C are defined by 1≤a≤r ǫ C ab
Proof. Note that the existence of such ǫ a follows from the nondegeneracy of C. The derivation of eq. (4.4) is then straightforward.
Remark 4.5. The normalized Q-systems also have a direct interpretation in terms of Tsystems. These are relations among q-characters of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules, in variables {T (a) n (u)} where n and a are as before and u ∈ C is a spectral parameter. In the simply-laced case, the relations are
By forgetting the spectral parameter u, we obtain the usual Q-system, but by forgetting instead the parameter n we obtain the normalized Q-system. A similar statement holds for the twisted case, with some subtlety in that we must only consider u modulo a certain additive constant.
Given a finite-type Cartan matrix C, we let A
denote the cluster variables associated with the seed µ k σ (Σ C ) for k ∈ Z. Recall from Definition 3.1 that the exchange matrix of Σ C is 
n , whose terms cannot be rearranged into an exchange relation since Q N of twisted type or simply-laced untwisted type, the corresponding Q-system is discrete integrable in the Liouville sense.
Proof. The statement should be understood in light of Theorem 4.6, which says that incrementing the discrete time variable n of the (normalized) Q-system is equivalent to expanding the rational symplectomorphism µ σ of A Σ C in terms of cluster variables. Since the matrix B C is nondegenerate, the canonical map p Σ C : A Σ C → X Σ C is a finite cover. In particular, A Σ C inherits from X Σ C a symplectic structure and the integrable system of Proposition 3.6. Since p Σ C : A Σ C → X Σ C intertwines the associated automorphisms µ σ of A Σ C and X Σ C , and the latter preserves the integrable system on X Σ C by Theorem 3.7, the former is also discrete integrable. Since the normalized and unnormalized Q-systems differ by an invertible rescaling, the integrability of the normalized Q-system implies that of the unnormalized version.
The Twist Automorphism
Since amalgamation commutes with mutation, the mutation sequence of Σ C studied in the previous sections lifts to a mutation sequence on the double Bruhat cell G c,c itself. We now show that this sequence is intimately connected with the twist automorphism of G c,c . Specifically, any two clusters related by the corresponding sequence of cluster transformations are also mapped to each other by the twist automorphism. Equivalently, the twist pulls back cluster variables to cluster monomials of the seed obtained by this mutation sequence. While these pullbacks are generally not cluster variables, the unfrozen cluster variables are taken to monomials with only a single unfrozen factor, so in this sense the twist acts by a change of coefficients. From the perspective of Poisson geometry this is quite natural; it is known that the twist automorphism is Poisson [GSV03] , hence both twisted and untwisted cluster variables have quadratic brackets with respect to the standard Poisson-Lie structure.
Theorem 5.1. Let G be a symmetrizable Kac-Moody group, τ the twist automorphism of G c,c , and A Σ ⊂ G c,c the toric chart associated with a seed Σ. Then τ restricts to an isomorphism of A Σ onto A µ(Σ) , where µ = µ 1 • · · · µ r is the mutation sequence consisting of a single mutation at each unfrozen index. In particular, if {A i } and {A ′ i } are the cluster variables associated with Σ and µ(Σ), respectively, then the {A ′ i } and the twisted cluster variables {τ * (A i )} are Laurent monomials in each another. If Σ is the seed associated with the double reduced word i = (−1, . . . , −r, 1, . . . , r), this transformation is explicitly given by
where M is the I × I matrix with entries
Proof. From Lemma 5.6 and Proposition 2.19 it follows immediately that
where N is the matrix of Lemma 5.6 and B mod Σ is the modified exchange matrix associated with Σ as in Proposition 2.19. Most of the difficulty in verifying that the product of N and B mod Σ is the given matrix M is encapsulated in Lemma 5.7. For example, for 1 ≤ i, k ≤ r, we may use it to compute
Given that M = N B mod Σ , the theorem follows by verifying that M satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 5.3 with respect to the exchange matrices B Σ and B µ(Σ) . Note that B µ(Σ) = −B Σ , as µ(Σ) is associated with the double reduced word (1, . . . , r, −1, . . . , −r). This computation then parallels that of M itself, again with Lemma 5.7 being the core of the calculation. Here we express c as a matrix via its action on the fundamental weight basis, and order the indices by (−1, . . . , −r, 1, . . . , 2r).
Lemma 5.3. Let Σ, Σ be two seeds with the same index set I and unfrozen subset I u . For an invertible
Suppose that M satisfies the following conditions:
(1) B ij = (BM ) ij when i is unfrozen.
(2) M ij = δ ij when j is unfrozen.
In particular B ij = B ij when i and j are both unfrozen, hence Σ and Σ are of the same cluster type. Then we have:
(1) The map ϕ M extends to an isomorphism between A µ k ( Σ) and A µ k (Σ) for any unfrozen index k. Specifically, if M ′ is the I × I matrix defined by
(2) If B ij = 0 when i and j are both unfrozen (so Σ, Σ are of cluster type A n 1 ), then ϕ M extends to an isomorphism of A-spaces and upper cluster algebras.
Proof. To prove the first claim one must check that for any cluster variable
k is a Laurent monomial in the cluster variables on A Σ ′ , and the given formula for M ′ follows from explicitly calculating this composition using eqs. (2.7) and (5.4).
The second claim follows inductively once we establish that M ′ satisfies the same hypotheses as M , but with respect to the seeds Σ ′ , Σ ′ . That M ′ ij = δ ij when j is unfrozen can be checked generally without any assumptions on the cluster type of Σ. On the other hand, a direct computation reveals that B ij vanishing when i and j are unfrozen is a sufficient condition to ensure B ′ ij = (B ′ M ′ ) ij when i is unfrozen. When C is not of finite type, we take G Ad to be the maximal form of the adjoint group in the following statement.
Ad be the toric chart associated with the double reduced word i = (−1, . . . , −r, 1, . . . , r), and A i ′ ⊂ G c,c the chart associated with i ′ = (1, . . . , r, −1, . . . , −r). Then the quotient map π :
Ad restricts to a finite cover of A i ′ onto X i . Equivalently, the (pullbacks to G c,c of the) X -coordinates associated with i are Laurent monomials in the untwisted cluster variables associated with i ′ . In fact,
where
Proof. By Definition 2.17 the cluster variables associated with i ′ are generalized minors of the form ∆ ω i e,c −1 , ∆ ω i e,e , and ∆ ω i c,e . Calculating the matrix N consists of evaluating such minors on an element of the form
This involves fractional powers of the X i , since the coweight subgroups themselves do not act on the fundamental representations, but only covering groups of them.
By definition ∆ ω i e,c −1 (g) = v i |gs r · · · s 1 v i , where v i is a highest weight vector of the fundamental representation of highest weight ω i . The key point is that while the action of E i or F i on a vector of weight ω is in general a sum of components with weights of the form ω + nα i , many of these can be discarded in the computation of a given generalized minor. For example, one can check inductively that for 1 ≤ k ≤ r, 
On the other hand, by expanding eq. (2.18) we compute the following explicit formula for the twist: 
